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OKAZ Consultant Engineering is always on the front foot to serve its customers and have
great passion to serve them in future with more reliable and valuable services.
OKAZ Consultant Engineering Office does what it says. To serve its customers in a new way
now OKAZ Office is coming with the new and unique product "OKAZ Color Schemer" which
is totally engineered designed software which decides the color schemes and color
combinations to be used in the residential, commercial as well as all types of the buildings
according to the new and modern architectural aesthetic rules and regulations.
Through this software we will decide to choose the color combinations and color schemes
for your building interior, exterior or all the building to make it a unique one. Your building is
your valuable asset and we care about it. We will make it more valuable for you through our
software.
Now let me to explain a little how we will change your home interior, exterior as well as all
the building from lower standard to the valuable standard asset.
Following is the photo of interior designing for a Bed room with existing colors.

We know that these colors used in the interior of this Bed room are used without any color
combination rules and regulations. They are just used as the random or rough colors, there
is no sense of color aesthetics or color harmony.
Now we will first analyze this photo through our engineered software "OKAZ Color
Schemer" and it will decide the color scheme and optimum color combination for this office
interior just according to the main existing color.
It is much compulsory to read and analyze the photo and to know the existing colors in the
photo and then to decide the color combinations and color schemes according the color
harmony principles based on the modern architecture and modern aesthetics.
After the analysis of this photo we have got the following color schemes and combinations
to be used for this office interior to make it good looking and valuable for both the owner
and the building inmates.
Following is the photo after analysis by our software containing the suggested optimum
color schemes and combinations to be used in this Bed room interior.

The already existed colors may be selected randomly because there is no sequence of the
color usage in this photo. Somewhere it is using Orange and Brown color and somewhere
black and white which makes no sense of the color usage and color combinations.
Now our software has analyzed the existing colors in this photo and have decided best color
schemes and color combinations to be used in this living room interior to make it as
architectural/aesthetical component. The suggested optimum color combinations are based
on the modern architectural color theory. Our software has suggested to use the color
combinations of Orange, Blue-Violet and Blue-Green colors and their child-colors (Tint, Tone
and Shade) which can make a visual sense. And that is our basic goal to make a building
interior, exterior as well as all the building which must give a pleasant visual sense for the
building inmates.

Here I want to show you this photo after making a suitable color combination's effect on this
Bed room photo.

You must be shocked after looking at this photo that is it the same photo which you have
seen before?
Yes! It is the same photo which you have seen earlier, but now it contains the color
combinations effects designed/decided by our unique software "OKAZ Color Schemer". Here
it will not be a wrong if I say that only we have this unique product which will serve you well
in the field of interior designing and color schemes for your building.
We are always there to serve you in any aspect of your valuable building to make it worthy
for you.
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